Phase II: Hampshire Launch

November 5-6, 2019
Process Moving Forward

Staff, Faculty, Student Meetings
10/29
10/30

Cross-constituent #1
Nov. 5-6

Cross-constituent #2
Nov. 12-13

Cross-constituent #3
Nov. 19-20

Initiatives and Small Group Work

Faculty Meeting Nov. 14

Faculty Meeting Dec. 5
Goals for Today

- Results from last week’s meetings
- Review purposes and goals of “challenge areas”
- Discuss approaches for framing areas in terms of how they can serve these purposes and goals
Summary of Results

► Messaging workshop
► Last week’s retreats
Initiatives

- Diversity and Inclusion
- Curriculum
- Challenge Areas
- Existing Practices
- Community building and engagement

academicinnovation@hampshire.edu
Community Building - S20 Pilots

- Staff+student life connections
- Student union/spaces
- Campus showcase
- Community events (e.g. trivia night, board games, open mic, winter bonfire)
- More stafulty games
- Process for imagining campus culture
Purposes and Goals of Challenge Areas

► Integrative approach across curriculum (transdisciplinary)
► Intellectual communities / cohort-building
► Support students to think about relevance of their work (e.g., alum practitioners)
► Balance structure with student-driven work
► Support the college’s commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion, and increased accessibility
► Recruitment
► Funding (donor and foundation)
Approaches

► Concepts
► Questions
► Themes
► Global and local challenges
► Contrasting frames
Questions for Small Groups

► What are the pros/cons of the 5 different approaches with respect to the purposes and goals?
► What is your group’s consensus about the best approach (choose one, or create combination)
► Brainstorm ideas/areas/topics given your consensus approach
► What name do you prefer for these units?

Feedback form is available at cws.hampshire.edu under “HC-Launch”
Next Steps

Cross-constituent Meetings

Tues Nov. 12th 4-6pm (MLH)
OR
Wed. Nov. 13th 9-11am (MLH)

- Refine approaches to “challenge areas”